Hip No. 177

Purrty

March 19, 2022 Brown Filly

Seperate Interest SI 98

Chicks Beduino SI 104

A Delightful Legacy SI 105

Separate Ways SI 92

First Down Dash SI 105

Fortune Of Delight SI 107

Strawfly Special SI 97

Down With Debt SI 102

Mighty Easy Pass SI 106

By SEPERATE INTEREST SI 98 (2010). 7 wins, $486,761, Kaweah Bar H. [G3], Z Wayne Griffin Inv. S., Town Policy S., 2nd Golden State Million Fut. [G1], etc. Brother to INSEPERABLE SI 96 (Champion). Sire of 173 ROM, 20 stakes winners, $4,937,252, including DELIGHT INTEREST SI 105 (6 wins, $239,473, Sam Houston Derby [G3]), CONSTITUENT SI 96 (8 wins, $231,815, Governor’s Cup Fut. [RG1]), SHE GOES UP SI 95 (5 wins, $213,147, Governor’s Cup Fut. [RG1]), SASS GO BLUE SI 94 (4 wins, $181,464 [G2]), RESTRICTIONS SI 93 (4 wins, $161,214).

Miss Kittys Bar Bet SI 99, by Sum Fun To Bet. 2 wins at 2, $261,981, 2nd Charger Bar H. [G1], 3rd Ed Burke Million Futurity [G1], Kindergarten Futurity [G1], finalist in Los Alamitos Two Million Futurity [G1]. Dam of 37 foals of racing age, 29 to race, 15 winners, 22 ROM–No Arizona SI 90 (f. by Foose). 2 wins at 2, $66,610, 2nd Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

ALAMO LAKE SI 109 (g. by Favorite Cartel). 4 wins to 4, 2023, $142,971, La Plata S., 2nd La Fiesta Derby, finalist in Zia Champ. [G1].

LAKE HAVASU SI 105 (g. by Seperate Interest). 4 wins at 2, $100,414, AQRa Turf Paradise Open Futurity, 2nd West Texas Juvenile S., 3rd La Fiesta Futurity. Fly Thru Arizona SI 89 (g. by Fly Thru The Fire). Winner at 2, 2023, $13,428, 2nd AQRA Presidents Open Spring Futurity.

Jess Bet Me SI 97 (g. by One Sweet Jess). 6 wins to 5, $62,915, 2nd Dreams Come True Ranch S., Jens List California Breeders S. [R], finalist in Vessels Maturity [G1].

Favorite Bet SI 115 (f. by Favorite Cartel). 3 wins to 4, $23,605, 2nd Dixie Downs Derby. Minecraft SI 93 (c. by Favorite Cartel). 3 wins to 3, $56,236, finalist in Rainbow Derby [G1], qualified to Golden State Million Futurity [G1].

Miss Pretending SI 88 (f. by One Sweet Jess). 2 wins at 2, $26,684, finalist in La Primera Del Ano Derby [G3].

Miss Mindys Bar Bet SI 91 (f. by A Regal Choice). Placed to 3, $24,365, finalist in Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G2].

YOU SEE THAT SI 88 (c. by Seperate Interest). 3 wins in 4 starts at 2, 2023, $114,120, Governor’s Cup Futurity [R] [G2].


Miss Kittys Bar Bet SI 99 (2005)

Sum Fun To Bet SI 99

Fames Easy SI 92

First Down Dash SI 105

Chicks Beduino SI 104

Mighty Easy Pass SI 106

Jurisdiction SI 98

No Arizona SI 90

Miss Kittys Bar Bet SI 99

Dont Dink With Me SI 96

Ambush Alley SI 102

Ynot Bar SI 98

YOU SEE THAT SI 88

TEQUILA SANGRIA SI 98

QUIRKY SI 92

ENGAGEMENTS: Los Alamitos Two Million Fut., PCQHRA Breeders’ Fut., Golden State Million Fut., Ed Burke Million Fut.

Eligible for California Accreditation; embryo transfer.
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